Visit Poland, sample the best drinks in Europe, write your own article, and more.

This week at the Current we traveled to Central Europe to
visit Poland, sampled some of Europe's best drinks, opened
up the Current to submissions, and more. As always, catch
up on what you missed with our Week in Review.

Country of the Week: Poland
Poland was our Country of the Week. While its history isn't always
pleasant, there's no denying that the country has been at the heart of
some of the regions major events throughout its existence. Learn
more HERE.
Learn More

Travel Guide: Poland
Our Travel Guide explored the vibrant cities, important historical sites, and
idyllic landscapes of Poland in equal measure. There's a surprising amount
to see here if you spread your wings! Get our guide HERE.
Get our Guide

Currency Spotlight: Polish Złoty
In our Currency Spotlight we explored the history, design, and value of the
Polish złoty - which remains the currency of Poland despite the country
joining the EU. Learn more about the currency and economy HERE.
Read More

The (Drink) Belts of Europe
We started in Britain and Ireland (the beer belt), headed down through
France (the wine belt), and ended up in Russia (the vodka belt). See which
drinks are synonymous with which countries as we journey through the
entire continent of Europe - sampling the best beverages as we go! Read
more HERE.
See More

Now Accepting Submissions
Ever wanted to have your work published on the Current - well now you
can! We are now accepting submissions of travel related articles! Learn
more about the guidelines and how to submit your work HERE.
Read More

Headlines
Every week we round up the biggest business stories from around the
world in Headlines. This week: Iran opens up, the yuan takes a big step,
tuition is on the rise, and more HERE.
Catch Up Here
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It's time to catch our drift:

